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DLAI STEVENSON was fond of quoting the remark of 
A. Powell Davies, minister of the Unitarian Church 
of Washington: "The world is now too small for 

anything but the truth and too dangerous for anything 
but brotherhood." It is in that spirit that I would like to 
discuss with you the ancient, never ending and, so far, 
largely unsuccessful pursuit of peace. 

This task I approach as an incorrigible optimist, a 
pragmatic idealist. I am an activist who is determined to 
pursue peace not inch by inch in petty paces to the last 
syllable of recorded time, but, to change my metaphors, 
by barracuda bites. 

I must admit that the present attitudes of many of 
our scholars and public figures do not seem conducive 
to speeding up the lagging pursuit of peace. In many 
American universities old-fashioned German "realpolitik" 
is preached just as though it had not led in accelerating 
crescendo from Bismarck through Kaiser Wilhelm to 
Hitler. Those who talk of the United Nations, disarma-
ment, and world peace in a world order based on en-
forceable law, are either said to be hopeless visionaries or 
are ignored as understanding neither the nature nor the 
destiny of man. In short, (it is said) we must follow a 
policy of arming to the teeth, picking up allies where 
we can, playing power politics and, if necessary, to hell 
with the other fellow. Conflict, not cooperation, is the 
ruling motivation of the world today. War is a legitimate 
extension of diplomacy. 

Well, I disagree with the pessimists. If we must be 
idealists to survive that does not necessarily mean that 
we must also be "fuzzy-minded." On the contrary, the 
more clearly we perceive and acknowledge the five ma-
jor obstacles which bar the path to peace, the sooner 
will we be able to overcome them. 

First of these is, of course, Vietnam. Next is the prob-
lem posed by the continuing division of Germany a 
full generation after the end of World War II. Third, 
there is the gathering storm of the revolution of rising 
expectations of the peoples of the Southern hemisphere. 
Fourth, there is the daily threat that nuclear war will 
erupt, smashing the delicate balance of terror on which 
peace now rests. Finally, there is the inability of the 
United Nations, under its obsolete charter, to deal with 
the peacekeeping requirements of the modern world. 
The fact is that we have failed to build the international 
institutions required to keep the peace. 

W  HAT THEN must we do? 

First, let us deal with Vietnam. The United States 
should get out of Vietnam as soon as it can with de-
cency; and the current unrest among the South Viet-
namese may soon give us a legitimate excuse. A mature 
American foreign policy should be above dealing in 
status symbols. Face saving is an Oriental, not a West-
ern, requirement. 

We should never have gone on to the land mass of 
Asia with a huge ground army. Neither national security 
nor national honor required us to do so. The cost in 
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American lives, mounting every day, is too high a price 
to pay for the dubious check on Chinese and Communist 
expansion said to be required. 

Yet it is important now that we are there to make 
clear to Hanoi and Peking that force is no longer an 
acceptable method of solving political problems. So we 
cannot afford to be driven into the sea, surrendering all 
of South Vietnam to the unquestioned terrorism of the 
Viet Cong and their Northern Vietnamese allies. 

Unless we are asked to get out by a Saigon govern-
ment, we should, in the words of General Gavin, stay 
where we are, make do with what we've got, refuse to 
escalate either with more ground troops or an intensifi-
cation of the air war in the north, and minimize Ameri-
can casualties by defensive tactics conducted from well- 
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fortified strong points. Military victory for either side is 
highly unlikely. And stalemate will inevitably lead to the 
conference table as it did in Laos and Korea. 

Under no circumstances should we provoke Russia or 
China into coming into the war, thus healing the split 
between them which is in many ways our best hope for 
peace. Patience is not a traditional American virtue; 
but we must exercise it at all costs in Vietnam. 

Second, comes Europe and the German problem. 
Germany is, if more than a pawn, yet no more than a 

bishop in the chess game between the Soviet Union and 
the United States. As that game progresses, it is becom-
ing increasingly clear that stalemate rather than check-
mate is the best result either player can expect. The 
overriding objective of the foreign policy of the United 
States should be a wide ranging détente with Russia. 
Such a détente requires a settlement of the German 
question. This in turn will require us to sacrifice German 
ambitions for nuclear armaments in the interests of ob-
taining a satisfactory treaty to prevent the further spread 
of nuclear weapons. It will also require the United 
States to take the initiative in seeking with the Soviet 
Union and our NATO allies, including France and 
Germany, a European settlement on which a lasting 
peace can be built. 

Our irritation with General deGaulle should not pre-
vent us from appreciating that his primary motivation 
is the same as ours—a relaxation of East-West tensions 
and the building of a peaceful Europe from the Atlantic 
to the Urals. Nor should we overlook the advantages to 
the United States, in terms of both our balance of pay-
ments difficulties and our heavy military expenditures, of 
an agreement with the Russians which would enable us 
to bring our troops in Europe home. They have been 
there far too long. 

There are two major difficulties to a meaningful 
détente with Russia, both based on mutual suspicion. The 
first is the American belief that Russia is still deeply 
engaged in making trouble all over the free and un-
committed world. The second is Russia's refusal to 
budge on the issue of verification of compliance with 
arms control and disarmament measures, and her identi-
fication of inspection with "espionage," a contention in-
capable of convincing even the most credulous. Until 
these obstacles are overcome, we must wait patiently for 
a real detente. But in the meanwhile, some progress 
could be made along the lines just indicated. 

Third, we must urgently seek to close the widening 
gap between the rich nations of the North and the poor 
nations of the South. This will require: (1) substantial 
increase in aid programs, both bilateral and unilateral 
(The United States foreign aid program should be 

He is determined to help pursue world peace by "barracuda 
bites," U.S. Sen. Joseph S. Clark (D., Pa.) told a Haverford 
audience this June, when he was the commencement speaker 
and recipient of an LL.D. degree. The thoughtful remarks of 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee member have been 
condensed here; full text of Mr. Clark's talk may be obtained 
by writing the College's Office of Public Information and Pub-
lications. 

doubled if not tripled. As Senator Fulbright remarks, 
you never see the slogan "World Bank go home" 
scratched on the walls in Latin American, African or 
Asian countries.) ; (2) vastly increased help to the un-
derdeveloped countries in dealing with their population 
problems; (3) an intensive scientific effort to assist un-
derdeveloped countries to increase their food supplies; 
(4) stepped up educational assistance by the Northern 
hemisphere for the Southern hemisphere, all the way 
from grade to graduate school. (Skilled manpower 
shortages are one of the most serious problems confront-
ing the underdeveloped countries.) 

These are not all the requirements to help bridge the 
gap between affluence and misery. But they indicate 
where major emphasis is required. 

The fourth and fifth items in this dreary catalogue of 
major obstacles to peace, the threat of nuclear war and 
the inadequacy of international institutions to deal with 
it, can be considered together. The syllogism is simple. 

Weapons of an order of magnitude never before 
known in history, are presently possessed by five nation 
states. The arsenals of such weapons of two of the five—
Russia and the United States—are so great that their 
use against each other would destroy civilization and 
possibly also the human race. Economic and social con-
ditions inside both of these states argue strongly for 
international peace. But world peace requires world law 
to enforce it, or as the Russians prefer to call it, strict 
international control of weapons and weapons systems. 
Both nations are in accord on this. Both agree that the 
present delicate balance of terror which keeps a precar-
ious truce in effect cannot indefinitely continue. The 
itch to use weapons possessed is too strong in mankind 
to be indefinitely resisted. 

World peace on any long range basis requires general 
and complete disarmament. Both Russia and the United 
States agree on this point. Both have placed on the table 
at Geneva draft outlines of a treaty of general and com-
plete disarmament. 

The United Nations, as presently constituted, is in-
capable of providing the international institutions re-
quired to monitor and enforce general and complete 
disarmament under enforceable world law. Accordingly, 
either the charter of the United Nations must be dras-
tically revised or new international institutions must be 
born out of the Geneva Disarmament Conference or the 
World Disarmament Conference called to meet in 1967. 

IF THIS approach could be adopted, I believe it would 
bring a successful end to the pursuit of peace in my 
lifetime and hence in yours. To make the approach 

feasible will require the determination of the peoples and 
governments of both the United States and the other 
major nation states in the world. It will require some 
drastic changing of attitudes among voters, elected 
officials, and appointed cabinet officers. It calls for re-
jecting the pessimistic cynicism of many distinguished 
academicians. It means leaving the status quo far be-
hind. We will have to substitute far ranging international 
cooperation for long ingrained international conflict. 0 
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ABOUT THE COVER: -Music is a living art, and, although fleeting, is also lasting," 
says Bill Reese, chairman of Haverford's Music Department. The deeper the involvement 
with it, the more enriching is the experience." Few are those Haverfordians whose College 
careers today are unmarked by participation in some phase of the music program here. It 
wasn't always that way. In this month's featured article a member of the music faculty 
focuses on the full spectrum of this "living art" at Haverford. 

THE COLLEGE welcomed Albert F. 
Wallace this fall as he assumed 
his duties as vice president for 

development. 
Mr. Wallace comes to Haverford 

from Hamilton College, where he held 
a similar post for four years. He will 
direct the College's fund raising and 
public relations activities. 

A graduate of Washington and Jef-
ferson College, he was a Fulbright 
scholar at Wadham College, Oxford 
University. Prior to his appointment at 
Hamilton, he held posts at the United 
Fund of Allegheny (Pa.) County from 
1955 to 1962; Ketchum, Inc., a profes-
sional fund raising and counseling firm 
in Pittsburgh, 1950 to 1955; and Alle-
gheny Ludlum Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, 
in 1950. 

Married, he and Mrs. Wallace have 
three sons. 

Noting that the nearly completed 
library appeal marked the first step in 
a long-range building and endowment 
program at the College, President Hugh 
Borton '26 said that "All of us at 
Haverford consider ourselves most for-
tunate to have secured Mr. Wallace's 
services at this important moment of 
our history." 

ANACHRONISM OR SHAPE OF THE FUTURE? 

1 de gaulle's france 
'7 is both, author argues 

A third professional employee was 
added to the staff of the Admissions 
Office Sept. 1. He is David Potter '56, 
who has been guidance counselor in the 
Kennett Square (Pa.) schools. Mr. 
Potter is a former teacher and person-
nel aide. 

His affiliations include that as chair-
man of the Chester County (Pa.) 
Guidance Counselors Assn. 	❑ 

ALUMNI NEWS 
man who met the 

pennsy's bills 22 

Entered as second-class matter at the Haverford Post Office, Haverford, Pennsylvania, July 
29, 1959, under the Act of August 24, 1912. Published four times a year, October, December, 
March, June, by Haverford College, Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041. 
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Music is a living art, and, although fleeting, is also lasting. 
The deeper the involvement with it, the more enriching is 

the experience. 

T HAVERFORD we aim to make music a vital experi- 
ence for as many students as possible. The young 
man who participates in the performance of a 

symphonic composition or a choral masterpiece grows in 
stature as he identifies himself with the expression and 
message of a great composer. The student of music 
history and form and analysis gains a perspective of the 
wealth of the literature, as well as an insight into its 
architecture and its sense of order and organization. The 
student of composition experiments and learns the beauty  

of the disciplines of the art and explores its fantasies. 
Through these various ways of identifying himself 

with music the student thus communicates with the 
language of the composer through the ages and in our 
own time. He gains an added dimension to his whole 
experience and perception—something which should 
continue to grow and become ever more meaningful 
through his future years. 	 11] 

by WILLIAM H. REESE 
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC 

by 

JOHN 

DAVISON '51 

IN HAVERFORD'S earliest days, music was taboo. No 
whistling, singing, or playing of a musical instru-
ment was allowed on campus. Music, Friends held, 

was an idle, frivolous activity, scarcely better than the 
theater, and conducive neither to material advancement 
nor to spiritual benefit. 

What would one of the College's founding fathers 
think if he were to revisit the campus now? He would 
certainly at first be dismayed by all the singing and 
playing and composing he would find and by the presence 
of a music building and streams of students going to and 
from classes and practice in it. He might eventually 
conclude, as have modern Quakers in general, that the 
20th century has so many worse things to offer than 
music, that music, relatively innocent, may be restored to 
grace and even enlisted as an ally. 

Haverford's first music major, apparently, was John Davison 
'51. He went on to earn his A.M. at Harvard and his Ph.D. at 
the University of Rochester's Eastman School of Music. He 
returned to his Alma Mater in 1959 and is now an associate 
professor here. A member of Phi Beta Kappa and once a 
Woodrow Wilson Fellow, Davison has composed extensively. 
Two years ago he spent a term in Kansas City, Mo., as a 
"composer in residence," one of ten selected throughout the 
U.S. by the Music Educators National Conference under a Ford 
Foundation grant. 
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The prohibition against music on campus was, in fact, 
relaxed well before 1900; but for several decades music 
at Haverford languished in a sort of limbo, neither en-
couraged nor discouraged but simply ignored or toler-
ated. Still, there were a few students in those days who 
found their own musical impetus: the singer David 
Bispham '76, who became world-famous; and Sigmund 
Spaeth '05 and Henry Drinker '00, each of whom made 
a unique contribution to American musical life. 

In 1926 a great change occurred—President William 
Wister Comfort (at the instigation of Frank Aydelotte, 
Thomas Whitney Surette, and Henry Drinker) engaged 
Alfred Swan to teach a general course in music history. 
Thus the Haverford music department was born. Swan 
came with a rich and varied background: his twin 
cultural cradles were Oxonian England and imperial 
Russia. An accomplished linguist and gentlemanly exile 
who brought his own gracious ambiance with him, he 
had qualifications as a musicologist (in the field of 
Russian church chant), performer on the piano and 
violin, and as a composer, though in the field of compo-
sition his brightest days were to come later, at Haver-
ford. He was on joint appointment with Swarthmore, 
and thus for years Haverford's music department con-
sisted, as it were, of half of one man. 

In these early years Professor Swan led the perform-
ing groups, setting the high standard of repertoire that 
has continued. He put on, for example, the first Ameri-
can performance of Vaughan Williams' Hugh the 
Drover; and he was able to bring the composer-pianist 
Nikolai Medtner to the campus on one occasion, when 
classes were suspended for a memorable midday concert. 

Later, Swan retired from conducting and concentrated 
on teaching music history. His teaching was fresh and 
full of surprises—for example, the day in 1945 he an-
nounced to his classes that he wanted to teach them 
composition instead of music history. The class was en-
chanted, the experiment succeeded, and composition has 
been a major part of Haverford musical life even since. 
About 1950 the student Collection Committee suggested 
that student compositions be performed in Collection. 
This became an annual affair, and is an institution 
quite probably unique in the. United States. 

MEANWHILE, the task of conducting the Glee Club 
and Orchestra had fallen first to Lindsay Lafford, 
a cathedral organist from England; then to 

Abraham Pepinsky, professor of psychology at Haver-
ford; and finally, in 1947, to William Reese, specially 
recommended for the position by Henry Drinker. Reese, 
in his studies in Germany, had taken both a doctorate in 
musicology and a diploma in choral and orchestral con-
ducting, a rare combination of disciplines that prepared 
him well for the Haverford position. In 1950 he became 
a regular faculty member, teaching music history courses, 
and, at Swan's retirement in 1959, head of the music 
department. 

Under Reese's guidance, musical performance flour-
ished. Great works were performed, and performed well. 
Some major ones have been: Haydn's Nelson Mass and 

Creation; Bach's St. John Passion and B minor Mass; a 
Mozart festival; and, in 1954, a Schutz festival that drew 
national attention. These performances involved, as a 
nucleus, the Glee Club and the Bryn Mawr-Haverford 
Orchestra; various women's choruses and certain solo-
ists were added. With the Drama Club, the music clubs 
also have put on The Beggar's Opera and Purcell's Dido 
and Aeneas. Through all this, Reese has shown himself a 
conductor of stature. 

In the 1950's the earliest Haverford music majors be-
gan to appear; I, myself, (Class of 1951) seem to have 
been the first. (John Sebastian '36 and Julius Katchen 
'47 were not music majors, though they have gone on 
to brilliant careers as harmonica virtuoso and concert 
pianist, respectively.) The small but steady stream of 
majors has continued—about two a year on the average. 
Among non-majors, however, the music courses are 
popular; as many as 85 have taken music in a single 
semester. 

With the retirement of Alfred Swan in 1959, I was 
hired, returning to my alma mater after graduate study 
at Harvard, at Eastman, and in Europe. Being a com-
poser myself, I have naturally done my best to continue 
Swan's practice of stimulating composition. 

Though some of our best recent student musicians 
have been majors in the sciences or in mathematics, and 
have gone on in those fields, others, even some non-
music-majors, have gone into music professionally, or 
carried on distinctive amateur musical activity. Some 
have remained in the Philadelphia area: Allen Clayton 
'51 and Harrison Raper '55 are teaching music in private 
schools, and Edward Handy '45 leads the William Byrd 
Singers, a group in the Drinker tradition of meeting 
regularly to sing for fun; he also has composed a number 
of highly individual motets and anthems. Among those 
further away, David Hemmingway '62 is making his 
mark on the West Coast as an avant-garde pianist, 
Richard Teitelbaum '60 at the American Academy in 
Rome as a composer, and Truman Bullard '60 and 
John Roberts '63 have both gone into conducting. 
Robert Martin '61 is pursuing an unusual career both as 
a philosopher and cellist. There are others, but the above 
list shows that Haverford men have gone into music, 
and in a variety of capacities. Several very recent gradu-
ates and present students, as well, show much promise. 

The faculty still numbers only two, but students may 
and do take music courses at neighboring institutions, 
especially Bryn Mawr. Sylvia Glickman now not only 
contributes excellent piano-playing to campus musical 
events, but has been added to the staff to work toward 
establishing a summer chamber-music workshop on 
campus, for which funds must be raised. 

The music department, having benefited from a 
Carnegie grant in the '30s, has received new material 
benefits in the last few years. The Presser Foundation 
gave $5000 toward a much-needed expansion of the 
music library. The establishment of the Henry S. Drinker 
Fund helped make possible the conversion of the house 
of former President Comfort into the Drinker Music 
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Center which gives the department a home of its own on 
campus. In 1959 the President-Conductor fund for the 
Glee Club was inaugurated, as an added resource for 
projects of extraordinary nature. As yet we lack a 
permanent concert fund, so that outside artists can be 
brought in only on a subscription basis, as with the small 
but distinctive Friends of Music series, and the student 
Art Series. Happily, however, Collection concerts have 
now become an accepted institution. 

0  UR COURSE offerings are in the fields of music his-
tory and of theory-composition; a student may 
major in either one. Unfortunately, we are be-

hind most other colleges in not giving credit for instru-
mental and vocal study. Much study of this sort goes on, 
nevertheless, on students' own initiative. One result is 
that we and Bryn Mawr have a joint orchestra, made up 
mostly of students, that is of amazing quality considering 
the size and nature of the two colleges. And there are 
the Senior and Freshman Glee Clubs and their elite 
Bryn Mawr-Haverford offshoot (conducted by both 
Reese and Robert Goodale of Bryn Mawr), the Schutz 
Singers. These organizations, along with the impressive  

new Haverford Brass Ensemble, provide a main focus 
of campus musical life, to which occasional faculty-
student chamber music concerts add another aspect. 

In addition to these "official" groups there are the 
informal student-run groups, which have done much in 
their respective comic or serious fields: The Renaissance 
Choir (motets and madrigals) ; the Varsity Marching So-
ciety and Auxiliary Fife, Drum and Kazoo Corps 
(football entertainment) ; and the Monks (rock-and-
roll) . The barber-shop-style-singing Octet is no more, but 
there is a possibility that Haverford may soon for the 
first time have a student jazz combo. The student Arts 
Council functions on occasion, and has presented inter-
esting events; also, Haverford almost always makes a 
musical contribution to Bryn Mawr's annual Arts Night. 

What is behind all this study and activity; what is its 
purpose? It is highly educational, though also fun. Music 
is one of the ways of representing and communicating 
the life of the mind and spirit. Like the other arts, it is 
a transmuting, by the human imagination, of chaos or 
low-grade order into a particularly strong and intense 
kind of order. Music is a very compelling art because of 
the way it involves the body and the senses, the mind 
and emotions, in a total experience. Though its insistent, 
almost magical quality is not fully understood, it is no 
less useful in education for that, for it is one of the ways 
of showing how reality may be dealt with and how the 
human imagination may triumph. 	 ❑ 

`AN HONEST GRAPPLE' 

ONE OF the most powerful impulses in my thoughts 
and teaching on music has been the great book 
of Nicholas Medtner, The Muse and the Fashion, 

published in 1935. At that time some 15 years of teach-
ing were already behind me. I had rehearsed and con-
ducted great music, while in my classes I taught tradi-
tionally what I had been asked to teach: survey courses 
of music history or more special periods and personalities. 

The impact of Medtner was to strip all this of the 
shams, the empty words, the inevitable lapse into con-
versationalism, and reduce everything to its elemental 
foundations. 

The goal then was to reveal the essence of music itself. 
But the radical step had to wait until 1945 when we 
rather suddenly passed from teaching about music to an 
honest grapple of the foundations—the contemplation 
and writing of melody and the successive surrounding of 
it with other lines, contrapuntal and harmonic. 

The beauty of it was that the authorities and cur-
riculum committees never bothered me, although I care-
fully stated in the catalogue what I was about to do. 
The gamble, if there was any, was to get the students' 
willingness and approval. I heard not a single complaint 
as to why they were deprived of listening to the lives of 
Mozart and Beethoven, or analyzing their symphonies, 

for my models were Josquin and Palestrina; even Bach 
was only a distant echo. That this entailed a gap that 
would eventually have to be filled I had no doubt, but 
I let time take care of that, which it mercifully did. 

But I am glad to say that from the late '40s on, com-
position courses have never been eliminated from the 
Haverford offerings; indeed, they have played a leading 
role, culminating in the yearly demonstration of the 
students' essays in composition. For these I nearly al-
ways employed professional musicians, in the belief that 
while a master-work could stand being ruffled by amateur 
performers, the work of an apprentice needed the best 
possible realization to stay alive. 

There were, of course, professionals who were inclined 
to sniff at the unsteady manuscripts; but there were 
others, and greater ones, who lent me their enthusiastic 
support. I shall not forget the occasion when the eminent 
conductor Nikolai Malko happened to be exposed to a 
somewhat ambitious motet and how he got excited by 
its skill and sonority and was finally conducting it him-
self to assure the audience that every note was in its 
proper place. Such moments were surely my supreme 
compensation for the risk that I had once taken in my 
attempt to come to grips with music and lead along with 
me groups of eager young musicians. 	 0 

by ALFRED J. SWAN 
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC, EMERITUS 
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Urie 

CAMPUS COMMENTARY 
compiled by BARCLAY M. BOLLAS 

LIMELIGHT: Ira Reid (sociology emeritus), honored 
at a retirement dinner; he also was the June commence-
ment speaker at Texas Southern University . . . Aryeh 
Kosman (philosophy), whose caricature and Philos-
ophy 11 course made the pages of Esquire in a feature on 
"A Road Map to Super-Prof." . . . new sports captains 
include: Eric Brown '67, golf; Richard V. Oulahan '67, 
cricket; Sturgis Poorman, Jr. '67 and Donald Urie '67, 
baseball; Robert Singley '67 and Thomas H. Trapnell 
'67, track . . . Phi Beta Kappa initiates: Andrew E. 
Balber '66, Michael E. Bratman '67, Dennis A. Carson 
'66, Robert A. Eisenberg '66, John M. Hoberman '66 
Robert L. Long '66, Brian G. Salisbury '66, Michael 
Schatzki '66, Donald E. Sonnenborn '66, Hugh H. Wil-
liams '66, Paul J. Dagdigian '67 . . . John Ashmead 
(English), named chief regional judge for a Book of the 
Month Club writing fellowship program for college 
seniors; his article, "Indian Writers and Writing," was 
featured in a special "Festival from India" issue of 
Philharmonic Hall, a publication of the Lincoln Center 
for the Performing Arts. 

MORE ON SPORTS: Francis E. ("Dixie") Dunbar, 
retiring president of the Track and Field Coaches Assn. 
of Greater Philadelphia and Middle Atlantic AAU 
champ in the quarter and half miles for three years 
while competing for Villanova in 1939, '40, '41, named 
the College's new cross country and track mentor . . . 
Haverford's wrestling season should get some scrutiny 
from followers of the sport in the Reading (Pa.) area. 
Three former Schuylkill Valley H.S. wrestling captains 
will be vying for berths on the squad here . . . the foot-
ball season opened Oct. 1 against Delaware Valley. 
Coaches Bill Docherty, Ernie Prudente, Warren Horton, 
and Jack Raffaele, looking forward to an improved sea-
son, hope alumni will get out for some of the remaining 
games: Oct. 8, at Dickinson; Oct. 15, at Johns Hopkins; 
Oct. 22, RPI; Nov. 5 at F & M; Nov. 12, Ursinus; Nov. 19, 

at Swarthmore . .. pitcher 
on the Middle Atlantic 
Conference's "first" team 
(Southern College Divi-
sion) is Donald Urie '67; 
David Felsen '66 was 
named to the second 
string and Sturgis Poor-
man, Jr. '67 and Daniel 
Murphy '66 were cited 
for honorable mention. 

QUOTABLE: "Iced tea in winter is not wide-spread, 
but it's a big hit where it's offered.. In fact, at Haver-
ford College's Founders Hall, iced tea outsells hot tea 

"Like Erasmus, you have shaped a harmony of scholastic erudition and 
the hardy, simple spirit. You also have revealed in study the re-
finement of life and truth. You have ever been, as was he, a cham-
pion of the humanities—your scholarship vigorous, precise, profound, 
bright with laughter, respected and enduring." Thus was Haverford 
Librarian and Professor of English and History Dr. Craig R. Thompson 
honored June 5 during commencement exercises at his Alma Mater, 
Dickinson College. Citing his recent highly praised translation of the 
Colloquies of Erasmus, Dickinson awarded him an honorary Doctor 
of Literature degree. Presenting the degree citation is (left) Dickinson 
president Dr. Howard L Rubendall. 

all winter."—World Coffee and Tea . . . Inquirer critic 
Samuel Singer, commenting on a program of contempo-
rary music: "Perhaps the most striking music was that 
of John Davison '51, of the Haverford College music fac-
ulty" . . . "The time has long passed on this campus and 
on most campuses in this country when students can be 
said to be unconcerned about the major issues of their 
time. In fact, the campus without an atmosphere of 
inquiry or of questioning by its students of the values 
and attitudes of others and of themselves is outside the 
mainstream of contemporary life and is lacking a valu-
able component of the whole educational process of 
American democracy."—Hugh Borton '26 (president) in 
his 1966 commencement remarks. He added: "We must 
never lose that essential flame of creativity which pro-
duces lasting progress and is fired by voices of dissent." 
. . . As reported by the Washington Post, Edwin Bronner 
'47 (MA) (curator) told the Baltimore Yearly Meeting: 
"I believe that the Society of Friends has no real future 
in God's plan for men, no future in the Church Univer-
sal, and no future in American history unless it maintains 
its position in the Christian faith." . . . Says.  Kiplinger's 
Changing Times, paraphrasing Douglas Heath (sociol-
ogy) : "Pressure on bright youngsters to take advanced 
courses is pushing many of them ahead too fast. Result is 
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overdevelopment of some skills and attitudes at the ex-
pense of social development." 

* 

AUTHORS AND ARTICLES: Fay Selove (physics) 
and Edmund T. Hazzard '66, among co-authors of an 
article, "Alphas from the Deuteron Bombardment of 
9Be and 12C" appearing recently in the Netherlands 
publication, Nuclear Physics . . . John J. McCloy's 1965 
commencement talk here is being distributed nationally 
by the National Student Council of the YMCA in its 
magazine Intercollegian. It will be used as a supplement 
in orientation programs at some 500 colleges . . . "Chal-
lenging the Superior Student in the Small Private Col-
lege" is the chapter title in the book, The Superior Stu-
dent in American Higher Education, published recently 
by McGraw-Hill; chapter author is William E. Cad-
bury, Jr. '31 (director, Post-Baccalaureate Fellowship 
Program) . . . "Four Year Terms?", new article by 
Walter Dean Burnham (political science) in Common-
weal, for which he writes frequently . . . story on Haver-
ford students serving on faculty committee made papers 
from coast to coast, including lengthy treatment in Dr. 
Benjamin Fine's syndicated column "Spotlight on Edu-
cation." 

* 

GRANTS: $36,000 NASA grant to Louis Green (prov-
ost) . . . from the Old Dominion Foundation to sup-
port improved program in the humanities, $100,000 . . . 
to the Library Fund, $100,000 and $50,000, both anony-
mous, and $25,000 from the Kresge Foundation . . . 
from the Office of Economic Opportunity to aid Camp 
Serendipity, $30,970 . . . $5000 from the U.S. Dept. of 
Health, Education, and Welfare under its College Li-
brary Resources program; it will be used to microfilm 
copies of the old Philadelphia Morning Public Ledger 
. . . from the National Science Foundation, $19,761 for 
"scientific research, education in the sciences, or both." 
. . . from NSF also, $6300 among three undergradu-
ates as part of an "undergraduate research participation 
program" . . . $9759 to Dietrich Kessler (biology) as a 
post-doctoral fellowship award from the American Can-
cer Society to work for a year as a visiting scientist in 
biochemistry at Brandeis University . . . $1620 in Health 
Education, and Welfare funds for work on psychology 
department projects involving learning concepts in chil-
dren and attitude changes in college freshmen . . . 
Faculty Research Fund awards went to: John Ashmead 
(English), Walter D. Burnham (political science), John 
Lester, Jr. '37, (English), Sidney Perloe (psychology), 
Edgar Rose (English), Harvey Glickman (political sci-
ence), Gerhard Spiegler (religion), Dietrich Kessler 
(biology), John Thorpe (mathematics), Howard Teaf 
(economics) . . . $2500 from the Reader's Digest Foun-
dation Endowed Scholarship Fund. 

* 
ON STAGE: A busy fall includes programs by: Korean 
dancer Wung Kyung Cho, Oct. 11; the Moscow Cham-
ber Orchestra, Oct. 14; the Erick Hawkins Dance Co., 

Joint African Program 

HAVERFORD and Lincoln University will join 
forces in a two-year Rockefeller Founda-
tion-backed program in African civilization 

starting this academic year. 

Students from the two institutions will meet 
jointly once each week, half the time here and half 
at Lincoln's Oxford, Pa. campus, to explore the 
meaning of "change" and "development" on the 
African continent. Viewpoints of several social sci-
ence disciplines will be utilized as consideration is 
given such topics as African history, traditional 
culture and society, forces of social change, eco-
nomic development, character of emergent political 
systems, and artistic and literary expressions. 

A grant of $15,000 from the Rockefeller Founda-
tion will cover transportation, dinners which will 
follow each seminar session, fees for guest lecturers, 
and teaching aids. Both colleges also will contribute 
financially to the program, according to Harvey 
Glickman, director of African Studies here, and 
Richard P. Stevens, director of Lincoln's African 
Center. About 30 students will participate. 	0 

Oct. 28; the Haverford-Bryn Mawr drama groups, Nov. 
4; the Haverford and Elmira College Glee Clubs, Nov. 
12; Stan Getz, Nov. 18; Haverford Orchestra, Dec. 2; 
Indian musician Ali Akbar Khan, Dec. 10. 

FRESHMEN: There are 147 of them. They come from 
21 states, the District of Columbia, and five foreign 
countries. Most (63 percent) are graduates of public 
high schools; one out of five are accepted under the 
"early decision" plan. Academically, 81 percent ranked 
within the top fifth of their high school graduating 
classes; extracurricularly, 71 earned one or more varsity 
sports letters, 47 were editors of school publications, and 
54 were either members of a student council or were 
class officers. About a third (46) are residents of Penn-
sylvania; eight percent are members of the Society of 
Friends; 16 graduated from Quaker-related secondary 
schools; 22 are sons or brothers of alumni or present 
undergraduates . . . with the addition of nine transfers, 
14 Post-Baccalaureate Fellows, and 391 returning under-
graduates the College's enrollment is at a record 561. 

* 

MISCELLANY: Edwin Bronner (curator) gave closing 
address to the N.Y. Yearly Meeting at Silver Bay, N.Y. 
. . . Haverford is one of 17 U.S. and Canadian colleges 
which have formed a classics study center in Rome. 
Under the program undergraduate students will get full 
credit for six-month studies in Latin and Greek . . . 
Douglas V. Steere (philosophy emeritus), speaker on 
"Education for Ecumenism" at Washington's Trinity 
College and keynoter at the opening session of the 
General Conference For Friends, Cape May. 	❑ 
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a haverfordian reflects on his life as a rhodes scholar 

at oxford, where education is still 
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To foster world understanding and peace among nations, British 
statesman philanthropist John Cecil Rhodes established, 

in 1902, what have become the famous Rhodes Scholarships for up to three years 
of study at England's Oxford University. In 1964, thirty-two 

young men from U.. S. were named recipients of these 
$2520 annual stipends, one of them Haverford's Richard M. Cooper— 

philosophy major, Phi Beta Kappa, basketball forward, 
Haverford News sports editor, Philosophy Club president, 

and College Library employee. 
A native Philadelphian and an award winning writer, Cooper prepared 

the series, condensed here, for a hometown newspaper, 
The Jewish Exponent. He writes of areas of 

Oxford life which are, in his words, "very special" to that institution—the famous 
Oxford Union, where world leaders come to debate, the dons and 

the tutorial system, a question period with the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, a crew race, and the traditions which, in 

his words, "one can never escape and from which one 
perhaps wouldn't escape if one could." 

While at Oxford, Cooper's interests centered around political 
philosophy and economics. After spending the summer as 

a staffer in the Paris office of Time magazine, he 
plunged, this fall, into the study of law at Harvard Law School— 

while his wife, the former Sabina Karp (Bryn Mawr '65), started work at 
Harvard toward a Ph.D. in the history of art. 

by RICHARD M. COOPER '64 

Reprtnt, d and condensed by permission from The Jewish Exponent, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Leaving the dining 
building at Oriel College 

RAP, RAP. "It's quarter to eight, sir. Quarter to eight." 
The crisp "t's" and that awful word "sir" pene-
trate the fog around my brain, and it dawns on 

me—slowly—that I'm in Oxford, England, and—pain-
fully—that it's only 7:45 and I have to get up for break-
fast. "Thank you, Norman." "Thank you, sir." Slam. 

Norman is the "scout" or servant of the eight boys 
who live on the third floor of Durham Building, which 
is inside the walls of University College, Oxford. He 
wakes us up in the morning (to make sure we spent the 
night in college—and alone), cleans our rooms, makes our 
beds, shines our shoes, washes our tea-cups, and knows 
everything there is to know about Oxford. 

University College (or "Univ") wasn't incorporated 
until the 13th Century, but tradition has it that the  

college was founded by Alfred the Great, in the Ninth. 
Whatever the date of the founding, Durham and Nor-
man must have been around when it happened. Just about 
everything in Oxford seems old : "New College" was 
founded in the time of Henry VIII. 

But the day is really new, and I've got to get up. It's 
cold : I can see my breath. I occupy two rooms, a bed-
room and a sitting room. The only heat comes from an 
electric heater in the sitting room; there's no heat at all 
in my bedroom. With great fortitude I shiver out of 
bed, wash (brrr), dress and hustle to the Hall for 
breakfast. 

Around the walls of the Hall are paintings of past 
masters of Univ—not the sort of face you would choose 
to see so early in the morning. The Hall contains three 
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'Just about everything in Oxford seems old: "New 
College" was founded in the time of Henry VIII.' 

long rows of tables with benches. To reach a seat by a 
wall there's no way to go except over the table—and you 
are asked kindly not to step in another chap's eggs. 

Breakfast usually consists of porridge, eggs, toast and 
coffee, and is eaten in less than 10 minutes. You'd be 
surprised at what a college can do to porridge, eggs and 
coffee. Toast alone is invulnerable. 

After breakfast I head for the mailbox: hope springs 
eternal. After elbowing my way in and out, I rush back 
to my room to pick up my gown, which must be worn 
at all lectures. 

Before I came to Oxford, I expected my gown would 
be long, flowing and impressive. Instead it is short, 
straight and unimpressive, and has two useless (but tra-
ditional) strips of cloth hanging from the shoulders. In 
fact, if I wore a cap with bells on it, I'd look just like 
a court jester. But my "gentleman commoner's gown" 
is the visible symbol of my matriculation at Oxford; and 
I wouldn't part with it for the world, or for less than 
20 shillings. 

ECTURES are one of Oxford's greatest treats. Each day 
I can listen to some of the greatest minds in the 
world speak on subjects in which they are currently 

doing creative work. I'm reading politics and philosophy 
this term, so I attend lectures in these fields. Some have 
been recommended by my tutors; others I have chosen 
myself. Attendance at lectures is entirely voluntary. 
Most of the lectures I go to are quite crowded. Last 
week, one fellow stood outside the room and poked his 
head through a window in order to hear what was going 
on. 

The lecturers themselves do wear long, flowing robes; 
and as they walk around on the podium, they're apt to 
swish them around—no doubt, to impress us groundlings. 
The popularity of an individual lecturer depends on the 
entertainment value of his performance, as well as on its 
educational value. 

My morning of lectures is followed by lunch and then 
by an hour or so of rowing on the Thames. I never 
rowed before I came to Oxford, but good coaching and 
perseverance have enabled me to acquire enough skill to 
go out in racing four-man boats after less than two 
weeks of practice. Rowing offers an excellent opportunity 
to meet the English on their own ground, in a sport 
which they take very seriously and in which they excel. 
It provides a chance to participate in an activity which 
requires the utmost in discipline and teamwork. 

At 4 in the afternoon, it is customary at Oxford to 
have a tea party. Several friends and I take turns host-
ing our group, which includes Englishmen, Americans, 

Indians and Australians (i.e., English and colonials) . 
Between tea and supper there are about two hours of 
study, and then I'm off again to the Hall. Supper is 
preceded by an interminable prayer—in Latin. We then 
are seated at our tables, which have neither tablecloths 
nor napkins. 

After the meal, I adjourn to the common room, a 
gentleman's club for students, where I have a cup of 
coffee and, seated in a large leather chair, peruse the 
evening papers at my leisure. My gentlemanly existence 
comes to an all too sudden end when I remember that 
I'm not a gentleman, but a student. So I walk back to 
my room to put in several hours of study before going 
to sleep and beginning all over again. 

SOMEONE once said of Daniel Webster that he was a 
"living lie"—because nobody could be as great as 
he looked. The same might be said of Michael 

Ramsey, Archbishop of Canterbury and spiritual leader 
of the Church of England. 

He has a massive head with tufts of white hair sticking 
out defiantly from above his ears. His complexion is 
ruddy: his skin gives the appearance of having been 
toughened by decades of exposure to the harsh English 
climate. A man of medium height, the archbishop 
stands with his head inclined slightly forward, thus giv-
ing added prominence to eyes which look as though they 
could penetrate marble. He appears to be in his mid-
60's, and, from certain angles, resembles the late Pope 
John. 

The archbishop preached this day on the text, "Seek 
the Truth and the Truth shall make ye free," an ap-
propriate choice for the dedication of an academic year. 
His voice was rich and deep and reverberated against 
the stone pillars of the Oxford University Church of St. 
Mary the Virgin. 

Although his sermon lasted more than half an hour, 
he never once lost the rapt attention of his audience, 
composed mostly of university students. 

After the service, the archbishop adjourned to the 
library of the church, where he agreed to answer ques-
tions. Some friends and I managed to beat the rush into 
the library before the doors were closed; and we were 
then treated to one of the most extraordinary press 
conferences any of us had ever witnessed. 

The archbishop would sit in an easy chair while a 
question was being asked. He would then rise im-
mediately, look directly at his questioner, then at his 
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‘If I wore a cap with bells on it, I'd look just like a 
court jester.' 

entire audience, give his answer, and sit down again to 
await the next question. This went on for nearly an 
hour. 

He was first asked, what are the chances for a re-
union between the Church of England and the Church 
of Rome? 

"Fair to medium," he answered with a coy smile. The 
first obstacle has been overcome, he said: The Vatican 
has agreed that Anglicans are Christians. The arch-
bishop then observed that the Ecumenical Council may 
be taking important steps toward the elimination of 
doctrinal differences. 

A young lady in the audience next asked his opinion 
of ordination of women. He allowed that he was agin' it. 
"I don't believe women have a call to the ministry," he 
explained. He went on to say that he felt very strongly 
that clergymen should symbolize the paternity of God 
the Father. 

The Church of England has been described as "the 
Tory party on its knees." The archbishop was asked 
several questions about the church and politics. Did he 
think it was possible to be a Christian Communist? 
"Only as a result of supernatural muddle-headedness!" 

DID HE THINK a person could be a Christian 
Tory or a Christian Laborite? The non-Commu-
nist political parties, he said, do not deny the 

existence of God; therefore "it is perfectly possible for a 
Christian to espouse Toryism as we know it, or Laborism 
as we know it, or Liberalism as we now no longer know 
it" (the British Liberal Party has approximately 1 per-
cent of the seats in Parliament). 

"How should a Christian regard other faiths?" The 
archbishop paused a bit before he answered that one. 
He then said that much of what Christianity teaches is 
taught in other ways by other faiths, and that, indeed, 
Christianity may learn much from them. But, he added, 
2 Christian should never forget that Christianity has 
something unique, which no non-Christian faith can 
possibly have. 

One questioner wanted to know the archbishop's view 
of churchwork. "There's altogether too much church and 
not enough work," he answered. He thought more 
Christian work ought to be done on an individual basis 
instead of through a church bureaucracy. 

The English Methodists are, of all the Protestant 
sects, the closest to the Anglicans. The archbishop was 
asked whether the Methodists would rejoin the Church 
of England, and whether the resulting church would 
still be called the "Church of England." 

He replied that it is very likely that the Methodists 
would rejoin the church, and that the questioner need 
have no fear about the church's name: with or without 
the Methodists, it would always be the "Church of 
England." 

On that note the question period came to an end. The 
archbishop, a large smile on his face, signed autographs 
for a few minutes; and then retired for the night. 

They say ol' Daniel Webster could out-talk the devil, 
as well as out-look him. 

NEAR the long wall facing the entrance to the Ox-
ford Union stand busts of Harold Macmillan, the 
Marquis of Salisbury and W. E. Gladstone, prime 

ministers who made their mark in the Union. Tonight 
one of the students has thrown a scarf around the neck 
of Gladstone and arranged it to cover his mouth. Glad-
stone won't do any speaking tonight. 

But he can watch the extraordinary proceedings which 
have brought several hundred students into this old 
hall—the evening's debate on the motion: Extremism in 
the defense of liberty is no vice and moderation in the 
pursuit of justice is no virtue. 

The Oxford Union is a mock Parliament. Debates are 
conducted under the rules which govern parliamentary 
debate. The officers of the Union attend the debates in 
white tie, tails and carnation. The audience attends in 
beards and dungarees. 

Tonight is the eighth debate of the term, the farewell 
debate. Speaking for the motion are Eric Abrahams, 
president of the Oxford Union, who has been in hot 
water with university authorities for disturbances arising 
out of demonstrations against the ambassador from 
South Africa; Hugh MacDiarmid, a poet and Com-
munist, who received 127 votes in a recent election 
against Sir Alec Home; and Malcolm X. 

Opposing the motion are Christie Davies, president of 
the Cambridge Union; Humphrey Berkeley, a "left-
wing Tory" member of Parliament; and Lord Stonham, 
a Labor peer. Quite an unusual assortment—even for 
the Union. 

Abrahams is the first speaker. According to tradition, 
it is his function to welcome all the visiting speakers, and 
to insult those visitors who are speaking for the op-
position. Insult in the Union is a subtle and highly de-
veloped art (sometimes) . Abrahams performs his enjoy-
able tasks with the skill of a past master. 

His case for the motion consists in an impassioned 
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Blackwell's bookstore 

defense of the right of violent rebellion against tyranny, 
and in a vigorous condemnation of the "tradition of 
moderation which stretches from Pontius Pilate to 
Neville Chamberlain." He is interrupted frequently by 
applause and shouts of "Hear! Hear!" 

Christie Davies then rises to commence the opposition. 
He faces the unenviable task of speaking right after the 
popular leader of the Union, and he labors under the 
added disadvantage of coming from "that other place." 
He thanks the Union for inviting him to speak, welcomes 
the other guests, and insults, individually and collec-
tively, the proposers of the motion. 

After five or six minutes of light banter, Davies moves 
onto the attack. In the form hallowed by centuries, he 
begins by lamenting that the previous speaker "has said 
nothing that can be criticized; he has, in fact, said 
nothing at all." 

Davies allows that extremism is sometimes justified in 
opposing tyranny, but contends that it is always a vice, 
an evil to be avoided whenever possible. He admits that 
moderation is unexciting, but argues that it is the only 
mature way to settle differences in a complex world. 

He points out that many tyrants have justified ex- 

'Each day I can listen to some of the greatest minds in 
the world speak on subjects in which they are currently 
doing creative work.' 

treme measures by saying they were in the defense of 
liberty. And he reminds the house that liberty is only 
one social goal among many, and that its defense has 
to be moderated so as not to jeopardize other social 
values. 

The house grudgingly begins to mutter to itself that 
that "other place" might not be entirely uncivilized, that 
Davies has, in fact, given a "bloody good" speech. But 
the heart of the House is with extremism (after all, 
aren't parents and society against it?) . So it is with great 
hopes that the house awaits the next speaker. 

MACDIARMID is a charming little man—with flowing 
white hair and a thick Scottish burr. But he is 
no great shakes as a speaker. He reads his speech, 

which consists mostly of a number of quotations (from 
the Bible, J. S. Mill, some Scottish poets, John F. Ken-
nedy, Winston Churchill, Mao), the Party Line on 
Cuba, and other irrelevancies. 

The house is displeased; and, like an oriental despot, 
feels no need to hide its displeasure. It laughs at Mac-
Diarmid, talks during his speech. When he finishes, it 
gives him only the most perfunctory applause. The 
house has great compassion for the oppressed of all 
nations and races, and for progressive causes of every 
decription; but it has no compassion to spare for the 
unskilled in its own midst. 

The next speaker, Berkeley, has a problem greater 
than that which faced Davies. It is obvious that Mac-
Diarmid has made no impression on the house, and 
that there would be no profit in criticizing his speech. 
And all the positive points against the motion have been 
made by Davies. 

So Berkeley has recourse to the always available device 
of character assassination. He accuses Malcolm X of 
being an archracist (the house 000hs and aaahs) ; he 
finds it passing strange, he says, that a Black Muslim, a 
Communist and a president of the Union should to-
gether defend a principle of Barry Goldwater. 

He cannot believe, he says, that the house will endorse 
such a monstrous proposition championed by such sup-
porters. And so on. It's an old Tory tradition. 

Now it's Malcolm X's turn. He is the one for whom 
the Union is filled to capacity. They've come to hear 
him rant and rave. They know he's unfamiliar with the 
peculiar rules of the Union, and they hope he'll make a 
foolish mistake. 

He does make one mistake of ignorance—calls the 
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'In the old days, when dons were bachelor clerics and 
students were sons of noblemen, when studies, like 
servants, knew their place, an Oxford tutorial must 
have been quite an informal affair.' 

university grounds a "campus" (a term the English 
don't use) ; it's not a very big mistake, but the house 
titters. 

Malcolm's talk is a good bit more sober and reasoned 
than anybody has expected. He speaks slowly, thought-
fully, raising his voice only rarely, when he permits him-
self a short, emotional outburst against American segre-
gationists or the American press. 

He elevates the debate to a new level of abstraction 
by arguing that the motion concerns extremism in the 
genuine defense of "real human liberty" and that the 
misuse of the term "liberty" by dictators is irrelevant to 
the debate. He argues that real human liberty cannot be 
antagonistic to other social goals, and that extremism in 
its defense is always justified. 

At this point, Malcolm is interrupted. Any member of 
the house can interrupt a speaker by rising in his place 
to ask a question. The speaker has the option to recog- 
nize or ignore the person standing; but he is advised to 
recognize lest he give the impression that he is afraid to 
face a question. The exchanges between questioner and 
speaker often produce the most exciting moments in the 
Union. 

Malcolm is asked whether he condones the extremism 
which results in the killing of missionaries in the Congo. 
He answers that they are the victims of war, and that 
any killing in war is justified. This is too strong for the 
house, and it hisses. Malcolm realizes his mistake, and 
changes the subject. 

He argues that extremism by American Negroes is 
justified because the Federal government is unable or 
unwilling to protect the rights of Negroes in either North 
or South. The house has little affection for America, and 
so it cheers his attacks. Having elicited this response, 
Malcolm pursues the same theme until the end of his 
delivery, which is marked by prolonged applause. 

Now it is time for the sixth and final speech. I have 
been in the Union when a dramatic sixth speech turned 
the tide of an entire debate. But such is not the fate of 
tonight's debate. Lord Stonham is wholly unequipped to 
erase the impression made by Malcolm; he lacks the 
humor and logic of Davies and the polish of Berkeley. If 
the motion is defeated, it will have been due to their 
efforts. 

Lord Stonham makes a few references to his own 
background in London's East End, utters some platitudes 

The officers of the Union attend the debates in white 
tie, tails and carnation. The audience attends in 
beards and dungarees.' 

about liberty and moderation, and commits several 
tactical blunders of expression. He is ushered to his seat 
by perfunctory applause and derisive laughter. 

The vote on the motion is taken just as votes are taken 
in Parliament. Members file out through doors marked 
"Ayes" and "Noes" while official tellers count the votes. 
Extremism is defeated by more than 2-1. 

As the last students are filing out (and the result is 
obvious), one fellow recovers his scarf from Gladstone. 
I can't be sure, but I think Gladstone may be smiling 
more than he did last week. He was a liberal, so the 
vote is no doubt to his liking. But, as I say, I can't be 
sure. 

0  N THE EVE of "Torpids," the annual crew races 
held in February, college oarsmen all over Oxford 
gather in little groups to assess their chances. 

Since the river is too narrow to permit boats to race 
side by side, they line up for the race in a single file in 
the order of their finish the previous year. During the 
race each boat will try to "bump," that is, to catch up 
with and pass the boat ahead of it. 

A boat which bumps another on the first day of rac-
ing takes the better position on the next day, and so on, 
for four afternoons. The boat which emerges first on the 
final day has the honor of reigning "head of the river." 

So the oarsmen try to peer into the future: "If on the 
first day we bump Keble, and St. Cat's bumps Merton, 
then we'll have to catch Merton on the second day; on 
the other hand, if Merton and Cat's both go ahead of 
Queen's, we'll have to go after Queen's, provided of 
course that we bump Keble and Keble doesn't bump 
Queens; but then. ..." 

And so it goes—as they weave web after web of pos-
sibilities. 

The first day of Torpids is an exciting one. The air is 
cold, crisp and tense with the hopes, fears and nerves of 
crews and their fans. Along the river the colorful college 
flags flutter atop their barges and boathouses. Outside 
each one are crowds of rooters—undergraduates, old 
grads, proud parents and girlfriends, a few hearty dons 
and scouts. 

The college crews are divided into five divisions, 
which race at half-hour intervals each day. As the crews 
for the first race leave their boathouses and head down 
the river toward the starting line, great cheers go up 
from their supporters—the oarsmen seem to sit up a bit 
straighter than is their wont, and the coxswains bark 
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Oxford crew races on the Thames 

out their commands with more authority than they can 
muster usually. 

After a few minutes the boats disappear around the 
bends in the river, and everyone settles back to await the 
starting gun. When it goes off there is a mighty roar, 
which slowly dies out until it is reinforced by the shouts 
and screams of rooters who are running along the bank 
encouraging their college eights. 

As the boats come round the bend known affection-
ately as "The Gut," and the shirts of the oarsmen appear 
as white specks on the horizon, you can hear the yells of 
their supporters: "Keep it up Balliol, you're going well! 
You're going well!" "Go, Jesus! Go, Jesus!" "Well 
rowed, Oriel, well done!" 

The men of Christ Church House intone, "House, 
House, House, House!" while the men of Brasenose re-
ply, "Nose, Nose, Nose, Nose!" If you look carefully you 
can even spot one or two red-faced Anglican clergymen 
in turned-around collars among the keen fans running 
along the bank. 

The boats move sleekly through The Gut, past the 
barges and boathouses, and on toward the finish line. 
But I won't get to see the finish because my crew (the 
University College second eight) is already getting our 
boat out for the next race. We plop it into the water, 
peel off our sweatsuits, and climb into our seats. The 
cox gives the orders: "Come forward! Are you ready! 
Padd'ling firm. Paddle!!" And away we go. 

As we pass the Univ barge, our chaps give us a cheer: 
"Have a good row, Univ!" The cox beams and shouts, 
"Make it look good, boys!" And we bend to our task. 

When we reach our starting position, the cox gives 
the order: "Eeeeee-zy al111111!" Somebody grumbles for 
the umpteenth time about little guys giving orders to big  

guys. The old oarsman's complaint helps break the 
tension. 

THE ONE-MINUTE gun goes off, and we sit rubbing 
our hands and sides, trying to keep warm. Since 
there will be no official count-down before the 

starting gun, our coach will improvise one from his own 
watch. We wait. Then 5-4-3-2-1-1-1-1-1 Bang! 

Three short strokes to get us moving, and we're out 
into the middle of the river. Ahead of us is Keble; we 
don't worry about who's behind us. Our job's to catch 
Keble. 

We lengthen our strokes as we pass under the concrete 
bridge, the first landmark on our course. Keble's just 
ahead of us. We can hear their cox urging them on; and, 
better still, we can hear their groans. But mostly what 
we hear is the steady whoosh-thump, whoosh-thump, 
whoosh-thump of our blades sweeping through the water. 

As we reach the Gut, we're bow to rudder with Keble, 
and we can tell they're tiring. By the time we're through 
the Gut and into the straight area which passes the 
boathouses and barges, we've pulled ahead of them. Our 
fans running on the bank shout their approval: "Univ, 
Univ, olee-olee Univ!" 

As we pass the Univ barge somebody sounds the old 
bell, which tells us that the finish line is just a few yards 
away. With that extra encouragement we throw every-
thing we have into the last few strokes and collapse as 
soon as we hear cox say, "Eeeeee-zy al11111!" 

But there's no rest for the weary—we have to put our 
boat away before the next race starts. Cox rallies us to 
get back to work. We turn the boat around and head 
back down the river. As we near the Univ barge, cox 
shouts, "Make it majestic!" Here we are half-dead and 
he wants it majestic! Majestic or not, we proudly accept 
the barge's salute, and hurry to put our boat away. 

After all, it's tea time. 

IN THE old days, when dons were bachelor clerics 
and students were sons of noblemen, when studies, 
like servants, knew their place, an Oxford tutorial 

must have been quite an informal affair. 
A remarkable fact about Oxford is that today, when 

'As in the Oxford Union, criticisms and reproaches 
are administered deftly and subtly—as if you were 
to stab someone without unsheathing your knife.' 
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'The cox gives the orders: "Come forward! Are you 
ready! Paddling firm. Paddle!!" And away we go.' 

dons are professional scholars and students are from all 
classes and eager to make their mark in the world, the 
tutorials have remained informal. 

Students still go to their dons' sitting rooms twice a 
week to read their essays. Sometimes the essays are the 
product of much research and reflection; sometimes they 
are whipped together in an hour. 

In either case, the student will read out his tortured 
ideas, often wincing as he hears his own inadequacies of 
thought and infelicities of expression. And in either case 
the don will listen quietly and deliver his criticisms in a 
courteous, reserved manner. 

As in the Oxford Union, criticisms and reproaches 
are administered deftly and subtly—as if you were to 
stab someone without unsheathing your knife. Education 
is still an affair among gentlemen. 

The Oxford tutorial has remained informal only be-
cause dons and students have consciously striven to keep 
it that way. In fact, they engage in a kind of competition 
to see who can contribute more to informality. 

The student will arrive five minutes late. So the don 
will spend 10 minutes talking about the boat race with 
Cambridge. The student will be ill-prepared to carry 
on a discussion. So the don will peruse his mail while the 
student reads his essay. The student will be generally 
indifferent in doing his reading. So the don will be 
generally indifferent in making his assignments. 

But no amount of informality can obscure the basic 
structure and purpose of a tutorial: the intellectual ex-
change between teacher and student. As the student 
reads along, the don may interrupt and ask pleasantly, 
"Do you really mean to say that, Mr. Fitchley?" or 
"What do you mean by that?" or "Have you checked 
the evidence carefully?" 

The student had better mean what he says and know 
what he means and have the evidence to back up his 
statements. Otherwise, he is in for a very uncomfortable 
time indeed. 

In preparing his essay the student is encouraged to 
consult books in addition to those recommended by his 
tutor. But sometimes a don will take the trouble to 
criticize a book picked by a student: "Oh, you like 
Smedley's book? For myself, I never could understand 
what Smedley is trying to say." (Translation: Nobody 
in his right mind could understand what Smedley is 
trying to say—much less agree with him.) "So you looked 
at Fairfax, eh? You might have consulted my book on 
the subject, which effectively deals with Mr. Fairfax!" 

RFADING A don's book can often come in handy. A 
friend of mine had read his don's book on a 
particular topic and had written an essay defend-

ing the don's position and refuting his (many) critics 
point by point. 

As he read his paper aloud, the don sat motionless 
with his hands folded and seemed to be engaged in 
mystical contemplation of a crack in the ceiling. When 
my friend finished reading, the don looked down at him 
and said gravely, "Yes, that's right." 

In addition to recommending books, an Oxford don 
is expected to recommend lectures which he thinks his 
students ought to attend. Sometimes a student will scan 
the lecture list, pick out a few which seem promising, 
and ask his don for comments. 

As might be expected, dons have a characteristic way 
of letting you know how they feel about other dons: 
"Sir, do you think Abercrombie's lectures are any good?" 
"They ought to be. He hasn't changed them in 20 
years." "What about Clarkson?" "You can go to his if 
you're so inclined—but don't be taken in." "And Prof. 
Chugwell?" "Well, if you like journalists . .." 

The culmination of a student's relation with a don 
comes at the end of the term, when in a ceremony called 
"collection," the don, in the presence of the student, 
gives to the master (i.e. the president of the college) an 
oral report on the student's work during the term. 

Collections are famous as forums for dons' witticisms: 
"Master, I hope Mr. Finchley has had a smashing good 
time in the beer cellar this term. Indeed, his essays sug-
gest that he has spent rather a good deal of time there." 
Or: "Master, Mr. Finchley's essays show that he has 
great powers of penetration. In fact, he often penetrates 
so far into a problem that he cannot find his way out 
again." 

Oxford publications stress the friendship which the 
tutorial system fosters between don and student. There 
can be no doubt that the eight hours which the don and 
student spend with each other during a term can be the 
beginning of a lasting relationship. 

On the other hand, the story is told of an Oxford 
student who, during one vacation, was travelling in 
Greece. He was sitting on a train reading a copy of 
Homer in the original. 

An Oxford don sat down next to him, noticed what 
he was reading, and asked: "Do you perchance read 
classics at Oxford?" The student replied, "Yes I do," and 
was too embarrassed to add, "and you're my tutor." CI 
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by ALFRED DIAMANT 

DE GAULLE'S FRANCE: 

Anachronism or Shape of the Future? 

Adapted from a talk given at Haver ford College on Alumni Day, 
May 7, 1966 

THE ANSWER to the query posed by the title must 
be a firm, unswerving, and unequivocal "yes and 
no" to both parts of the question. De Gaulle's 

France is both an anachronism and a model for the 
shape of the future of Europe and the Third World. It 
is de Gaulle's France with which this essay is concerned, 
not France, and not just de Gaulle as an individual 
phenomenon. Thus I would like to examine the two and 
see how they are related to each other. I suspect we will 
find that without de Gaulle France would not be what 
it is today, but many of the things France is today pre-
date de Gaulle and in no way depend directly on his 
actions. 

Three times since the outbreak of World War II 
Charles de Gaulle has asserted that he was France—an  

abstract idea which has nothing to do with the French 
people; few of whom took any notice of him when he 
first made this claim.1  The ultimate success of de Gaulle's 
identification with France is the result of persistence and 
timing, for each time he asserted this identification he 
stepped resolutely into a vacuum which existed in 
French society and government. The first time in 1940 
de Gaulle tried to rally a nation that refused to be 
rallied. The bulk of the people, the army, and the gov-
ernment followed Marshall Petain and stuck with him 
almost to the bitter end in 1944. Again in 1944 de Gaulle 
asserted this identification by assuming control of the 
nation only to step down in 1946 when the nation, or at 
least its elected representatives, refused to bend to his 
command. 

De Gaulle became identified with France a third time 
in 1958 when France was mired in a war it could 
neither win nor lose. De Gaulle brought this war to an 
end even though placed in power by the very forces who 
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'Three times since the outbreak of World War II 
Charles de Gaulle has asserted that he was France—an 
abstract idea which has nothing to do with the French 
people.' 

wanted to continue it. At the same time, the economic 
advances we now associate with the Fifth Republic had 
been well under way when de Gaulle returned to Paris. 
What happened with the pace of modernization in 
France under de Gaulle, however, is an object lesson in 
the relationship between policy and political will. Many 
if not most of the reforms carried out under de Gaulle 
were waiting in the "desk drawers" of the bureaucracy 
and the technical experts, but could not be implemented 
because of the political paralysis that plagued the Fourth 
Republic. 

The de Gaulle of 1958 was in many ways a very dif-
ferent political leader from the man who retired haugh-
tily from high office in 1946. If at heart he remained as 
unbending towards the country's politicians as before, at 
least he was able to "pretend" accommodation during 
the period immediately following his return to power. 
He also had acquired a better understanding of the 
"winds of change" in the developing world than many 
other statemen, as shown by his successful decoloniza-
tion policy in Africa and elsewhere. De Gaulle also was 
able to change his relationship to the political party 
which identified itself with him. He no longer appeared 
to be totally aloof from the U.N.R., the new Gaullist 
party, as he had been from its predecessors the M.R.P. 
and the R.P.F. 

In spite of these modifications, the major outlines of 
Charles de Gaulle have remained fixed, in both his 
strengths and his weaknesses. But to understand this 
conservative, Jesuit-trained mystic one must analyze 
not his words but his actions. From reading his speeches 
and pronouncements one can easily come to the conclu-
sion reached by a recent critic that they are "gibberish 
to the rational reader, incantations by a self-intoxicated 
witch doctor."2  In examining Gaullist policies, both 
foreign and domestic, we must avoid facile labels such 
as "progressive" or "conservative." Such labels only 
mislead. Some have thought his domestic policies pro-
gressive and his foreign policies to be old-fashioned, if 
not backward; others have reached exactly contrary 
conclusions.3  

IN DOMESTIC affairs he is clearly a fiscal conservative 
and has always relied on like minded finance minis-
ters. His policies certainly favor business and 

bankers, and in the educational field the private (paro-
chial) schools. His finance ministers have consistently 
used the public sector to control the inflation caused by 
the private sector of the economy. At the same time, we 
have seen during the Fifth Republic Gaullist support for  

economic planning, and radical changes in transporta-
tion, education, and public administration—especially 
in the field of regional government. In turn, de Gaulle's 
electoral strength has always come from "dynamic 
France"—that section of the country showing the high-
est rates of economic growth. But in all of this it should 
be stressed again that de Gaulle did not create the drives 
for modernization, industrialization, and urbanization in 
France, though he certainly has done nothing to retard 
or counteract these tendencies. 

In foreign policy, circumstances have favored de Gaulle 
since 1958. He has benefited by the dynamism intro-
duced into the international system by the end of the 
Cold War in its post-World War II form, the break-up 
of the bipolar power system, and the emergence of the 
"Third World." In the field of foreign policy the "an-
achronism" and the "shape of the future" coexist most 
visibly. Nuclear weapons, having come within the reach 
of any moderately advanced country, have enabled 
de Gaulle to pursue a 19th century type of "grandeur." 
Fortunately for de Gaulle his 19th century nationalism 
coincides with the 20th and 21st century nationalism of 
the "new states" wanting to be aloof from big power 
domination. But this 19th century nationalism, though 
it surely has helped Europe throw off U.S. domination, 
has severely damaged the growth of a 21st century 
Europe which would have been the only real counter-
weight to the big powers. 

The break-up of the two major power blocs, and 
particularly the changes in U.S.-USSR relationships, 
have made de Gaulle's policy of neutralism a meaning-
ful alternative. In this neutralism he aligns France with 
the Third World because he does not insist that it choose 
between "democracy" and "communism," as we often 
demand. An example of how this works out can be seen 
when one compares Franco-Algerian relationships which 

Chairman of Haverford's political science department, Dr. 
Alfred Diamant came here in 1960 after teaching at Indiana 
University, Yale, and the University of Florida (where he 
was director of graduate studies in political science). He 
has lectured and written extensively and is widely known for 
his work in comparative government. Among his many affilia-
tions are memberships in the Society for French Historical 
Studies and in the Conference Group of Central European His-
torians. A native of Austria, he is currently on sabbatical leave 
in Germany under the international exchange program of the 
Fulbright-Hays Act. 
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'The break-up of the two major power blocs, and par-
ticularly the changes in U. S.-USSR relationships, 
have made de Gaulle's policy of neutralism a meaning-
ful alternative.' 

have been cordial, on the whole, with U.S.-Cuban re-
lationships, about which one would certainly not use an 
adjective like "cordial." 

De Gaulle's policies have also enabled the United 
States and others to come to an honest confrontation of 
the German issue. American official policy has always 
supported western European integration which would 
permanently divide Europe and thus keep Germany 
divided as well. Simultaneously with our support for 
such integration we have piously talked about German 
unification though we must have known that the closer 
West Germany is integrated into a European com-
munity, the less the chances are for unification. It is quite 
obvious that the continued division of Germany is a 
keystone of the Russian-American détente in Europe. 
Neither the U.S. nor the USSR can tolerate a unifica-
tion of Germany that would align the united country 
with the other side. By his rapprochement with the 
East, de Gaulle makes it clear that he accepts the divi-
sion of Germany pending a far-reaching agreement with 
the East, which will have to include a settlement of the 
German question. 

WE CAN now ask: how has Gaullist policy fared? 
In Africa, Gaullist policy and French means are 
pretty much in balance. De Gaulle's policy of 

decolonization has left the country with a considerable 
reservoir of good relations with its former colonies; 
though even in Africa Guinea and Gabon are rather 
serious blots on the French record. In Asia and Latin 
America, in spite of some very elegant rhetoric, no 
such balance between policy and means is possible. 
France's power to act effectively is limited; de Gaulle's 
Latin American tour was a great emotional success, but 
hardly more. In Vietnam, France can castigate U.S. 
policy and individual Frenchmen can collect sizable 
royalties by pointing out in books and articles how the 
Americans are duplicating all the French mistakes; but 
all of this can do little to change the direction of Ameri-
can policy. 

It is in Europe, however, where we can observe the 
really colossal failure of Gaullist policy resulting from a 
narrow-minded application of 19th century nationalist 

'De Gaulle has been a powerful catalyst who has 
affected the speed but not the direction of the changes in 
France and on the international scene.' 

policies to 20th and 21st century problems. De Gaulle 
might well have been right in demanding the dismantling 
of NATO on the ground that the conditions which had 
given rise to the alliance had changed drastically; and 
France was probably the only European power that 
could successfully oppose the United States. He erred in 
trying to put France in place of the United States as 
the great protector of Europe; he did not realize that 
the Europeans might prefer a strong but distant police-
man to a weak but proximate one. But de Gaulle's 
greatest mistake was to assume that the policies he had 
in mind for Europe--development aid to the Third 
World, ending the U.S. hegemony, the liberalization of 
the communist regimes in Eastern Europe, and the 
creation of a unified Europe from the Channel to the 
Urals-could be carried out only by a truly unified 
Europe but not by the "Europe of the Fatherlands" he 
envisioned. 

Social scientists, political scientists included, are not 
crystal gazers, but given the shape of the past, and the 
conditions of the present, they can speculate about pos-
sible future trends. It would seem that neither France, 
nor de Gaulle personally, can have any decisive influence 
on the patterns of international politics in Asia and 
Latin America, though their chances are better in 
Africa. The new shape of Europe is the result of broader 
forces, although in this arena de Gaulle has certainly 
precipitated and speeded up events. However, the Russo-
American détente is the basic element in the European 
situation and will continue to remain so. The new shape 
of France, too, has resulted from forces and develop-
ments transcending de Gaulle; but here as well de Gaulle 
has played a decisive role in midwifing the new France. 

To sum up : de Gaulle has been a powerful catalyst 
who has affected the speed but not the direction of the 
changes in France and on the international scene. It is 
of course impossible to say whether there would be a 
France or a Europe as we know it today without 
de Gaulle, but what he did was made possible only be-
cause there were certain "materials" with which he 
could work. Thus we can say that it is neither "great 
men" nor "historical forces" alone which bring about 
change but the particular combination of the two. ❑ 

1 A. J. P. Taylor, "Fabulous Monster," The New York Review of Books, 
Vol. VI, no. 9, p. 16 (May 12, 1966). 

Ibid., p. 17 reviewing  Roy C. Macridis' collection of de Gaulle's 
speeches and public statements: De Gaulle: Implacable Ally (New York, 
Harper and Row, 1966). 

'The analysis which follows is much indebted to the brief, but most in-
cisive essay, written by Maurice Duverger as a foreword to Macridis, op. cit. 
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